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 Star Telegram (http://www.star-telegram.com/2014/03/02/5614443/tiny-windmills-could-save-bridges.html)

   (http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/03/Tiny_windmills_could_save_bridges_time/) ✉ 

A
RLINGTON — Millions (http://wn.com/Millions) of tiny windmills could one day power wireless sensors that detect cracks in bridges, failures

in security systems and dryness in soils — all thanks to two University of Texas at Arlington

(http://wn.com/University_of_Texas_at_Arlington) research scientists who were inspired by a little girl’s pinwheel. Electrical engineering

(http://wn.com/Electrical_engineering) professor J.C. (http://wn.com/J.C.) Chiao and associate researcher Smitha Rao designed the 1.8 millimeter by 2

millimeter micro windmills that are so small 10 would fit on a grain of...more » (http://www.star-telegram.com/2014/03/02/5614443/tiny-windmills-

could-save-bridges.html)

Latest News

Researchers testing tiny ear computer (http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/02/Researchers_testing_tiny_ear_computer/)

An engineer of Japanese (http://wn.com/Japanese) machinery maker NS West (http://wn.com/West) shows the 'Earclip-type Wearable PC' equipped with vital sensors such s pulse meter,

thermometer and Bluetooth wireless communication device. Photo (http://wn.com/Photo): AFP (http://wn.com/AFP)...

CANBERRA TIMES (HTTP://WWW.CANBERRATIMES.COM.AU/DIGITAL-LIFE/DIGITAL-LIFE-NEWS/RESEARCHERS-TESTING-TINY-EAR-COMPUTER-20140303-33UKV.HTML) 2014-03-02

Japan Researchers Testing Tiny Ear Computer (http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/01/Japan_Researchers_Testing_Tiny_Ear_Computer_a/)

By Agence France-Presse (http://wn.com/Agence_France-Presse) on 3:29 pm March 1, 2014. Category (http://wn.com/Category) Tech Tags: Computers, Japan (http://wn.com/Japan) This picture

taken on February 20 (http://wn.com/February_20), 2014 shows Japan’s Hiroshima University (http://wn.com/Hiroshima_University) lecturer Kazuhiro Taniguchi...

JAKARTA GLOBE (HTTP://WWW.THEJAKARTAGLOBE.COM/TECH/JAPAN-RESEARCHERS-TESTING-TINY-EAR-COMPUTER/) 2014-03-01

Shake off the salt and get healthy (http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/01/Shake_off_the_salt_and_get_healthy/)

Moviegoers (http://wn.com/Moviegoers) love a good secret. There are (http://wn.com/There_are) more than 200 movies with the word “Secret (http://wn.com/Secret)” in the title – including,

we kid you not, “The Secret Lives of Dentists (http://wn.com/The_Secret_Lives_of_Dentists)” and...

THE WICHITA EAGLE (HTTP://WWW.KANSAS.COM/2014/02/28/3317611/SHAKE-OFF-THE-SALT-AND-GET-HEALTHY.HTML) 2014-03-01
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Japanese researchers test tiny ear PC (http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/01/Japanese_researchers_test_tiny_ear_PC/)

A tiny personal computer that is worn on the ear and can be controlled with the blink of an eye or the click of a tongue is being tested in Japan (http://wn.com/Japan). The 17g wireless device

has bluetooth capability and...

TAIPEI TIMES (HTTP://WWW.TAIPEITIMES.COM/NEWS/WORLD/ARCHIVES/2014/03/02/2003584698) 2014-03-01
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The crisis in Crimea could lead the

world into a second cold war

The Observer

(http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/01/Obama_warns_Russia_on_Ukraine/)
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Related News

‘Kano’ Continues Taiwan Films’ Home Run Streak (http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/03/x2018kano_x2019_continues_taiwan_films_x2019_home_run_streak/)

Hong Kong (http://wn.com/Hong_Kong) – Big-budget, baseball-themed, period drama “Kano (http://wn.com/Kano)” took Us$2.1 (http://wn.com/2.1) million in its opening weekend at the Taiwan

(http://wn.com/Taiwan) box office. The figures...

IMDB (HTTP://WWW.IMDB.COM/NEWS/NI56878106/) 2014-03-03

>Energy Harvesters Market Analysis 2013 Industry Shares, Strategies, and Forecasts, Worldwide, 2013 to 2019

(http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/01/Energy_Harvesters_Market_Analysis_2013_Industry_Shares_Strat/)

ResearchMoz include new market research report "Energy (http://wn.com/Energy) Harvesters Market (http://wn.com/Market) Shares, Strategies, and Forecasts, Worldwide

(http://wn.com/Worldwide), 2013 to 2019" to its huge collection of research reports. View (http://wn.com/View) Full Report (http://wn.com/Report) - http

(http://wn.com/http)://www.researchmoz.us/energy-harvesters-market-shares-strategies-and-forecasts-worldwide-2013-to-2019-report.html (http://wn.com/.html) Albany, NY

(http://wn.com/Albany,_NY) (PRWEB) March 01, 2014 Energy Harvesters...

SEATTLE POST (HTTP://WWW.SEATTLEPI.COM/BUSINESS/PRESS-RELEASES/ARTICLE/ENERGY-HARVESTERS-MARKET-ANALYSIS-2013-INDUSTRY-5280088.PHP) 2014-03-01
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Energy Harvesters Market Analysis 2013 Industry Shares, Strategies, and Forecasts, Worldwide, 2013 to 2019
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ResearchMoz include new market research report "Energy (http://wn.com/Energy) Harvesters Market (http://wn.com/Market) Shares, Strategies, and Forecasts, Worldwide

(http://wn.com/Worldwide), 2013 to 2019" to its huge collection of research reports. View (http://wn.com/View) Full Report (http://wn.com/Report) - http

(http://wn.com/http)://www.researchmoz.us/energy-harvesters-market-shares-strategies-and-forecasts-worldwide-2013-to-2019-report.html (http://wn.com/.html) Albany, NY

(http://wn.com/Albany,_NY) (PRWEB) March 01, 2014 Energy Harvesters...

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE (HTTP://WWW.SFGATE.COM/BUSINESS/PRESS-RELEASES/ARTICLE/ENERGY-HARVESTERS-MARKET-ANALYSIS-2013-INDUSTRY-5280088.PHP) 2014-03-01

Freescale Releases Its First 11 RF Power Products Suitable for U.S.-Based Defense Market Applications

(http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/03/Freescale_Releases_Its_First_11_RF_Power_Products_Suitable_f/)

Freescale Semiconductor (http://wn.com/Freescale_Semiconductor) (NYSE (http://wn.com/NYSE): FSL (http://wn.com/FSL)), a global leader in radio frequency (RF) power transistors, today

announced the availability of 11 new commercial RF power LDMOS (http://wn.com/LDMOS) products that can meet the requirements of U.S. (http://wn.com/U.S.) defense electronics applications.

This is the first set of products released as part of the company’s strategic defense initiatives for its RF power business,...

STOCKHOUSE (HTTP://WWW.STOCKHOUSE.COM/NEWS/PRESS-RELEASES/2014/03/03/FREESCALE-RELEASES-ITS-FIRST-11-RF-POWER-PRODUCTS-SUITABLE-FOR-U-S-BASED) 2014-03-03

Study: Ants use their babies as floating life-preservers during floods

(http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/03/Study_Ants_use_their_babies_as_floating_lifepreservers_durin/)

When facing oncoming floodwaters, ants use their helpless babies as floating life-preservers – by sticking them at the very bottom of the life rafts that they build with their own bodies. The findings,

described in a paper published in PLOS (http://wn.com/PLOS) One, reveal that ant rafts have a fascinating internal structure – one that maximizes the group’s buoyancy and thus,...

THE NEWS & OBSERVER (HTTP://WWW.NEWSOBSERVER.COM/2014/03/02/3653956/STUDY-ANTS-USE-THEIR-BABIES-AS.HTML) 2014-03-03

Westfield church offers a homemade homeless shelter (http://article.wn.com/view/2014/03/03/Westfield_church_offers_a_homemade_homeless_shelter/)

WESTFIELD – Last (http://wn.com/Last) fall, the Rev. (http://wn.com/Rev.) Virginia (http://wn.com/Virginia) Carr (http://wn.com/Carr) walked into the portico at the back entrance to St. Peter

(http://wn.com/St._Peter)’s Church (http://wn.com/Church) and found a homeless man sleeping inside. The man (http://wn.com/The_man) had piled up his belongings in the small, unheated

breezeway, making himself at home (http://wn.com/home) next to a snowblower – and making some church members uncomfortable. Carr, who is the parish rector, and...

BUFFALO NEWS (HTTP://WWW.BUFFALONEWS.COM/CITY-REGION/CHAUTAUQUA-COUNTY/WESTFIELD-CHURCH-OFFERS-A-HOMEMADE-HOMELESS-SHELTER-20140302) 2014-03-03
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